Forgot to Hang Up the Phone Again

Elderly parents or grandparents often want the independence of living alone. If they carry a cordless phone for convenience, they may forget to hang it up after a call, leaving the phone line busy, possibly for days. We've heard stories about driving hundreds of miles to check on someone because their phone line was constantly busy. The call timer of the K-1900-9 can solve this problem. If the timer expires and the cordless phone is still in use, the K-1900-9 disconnects it from the phone line. The cordless phone hears a busy signal. All of the other phones in the home will still ring on incoming calls. If a CPC (disconnect) signal is provided by the phone line before the call timer expires, the K-1900-9 releases the phone line immediately.

When outgoing calls are made from the cordless phone, the K-1900-9 provides four short beeps before dial tone is heard. Inbound calls can still be answered on the cordless phone.

The K-1900-9 is programmed with these parameters:

1. "*8#00"  2. "*9"  3. "*2"  4. "*6"
5. "XX##6" (XX is the call timer in minutes: "01" to "99")
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